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Introduction
Glioblastomas (GBMs) are highly malignant because of their high mitotic activity and prominent
invasive characteristic. Animal models are very essential in order to understand the biology of the
disease and to find and validate new therapies. Various animal models for GBMs have been reported
so far, however each model has strengths and drawbacks.
The transplantation of cultured tumor cells (xenograft or allograft models), often in the
immunodeficient recipient animals have been used to model gliomas. While these models are highly
reproducible, they do not recapitulate the infiltrative characteristics of glioma, a major cause of
lethality 1. Another glioma model in rodents can be generated by treatment with mutagens and
histologically resemble gliomas, but the identities of their unique genetic mutations are hard to
determine 2. Transgenic models which express oncogenes from a cell/tissue-type specific promoter
and knock-out models that lack tumor suppressors are often used for modeling glioma in mice
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These models can induce the genetic alterations leading to tumor formation, but these tumors often
arise as a result of secondary mutations, possibly caused by the original alterations during the mouse
development 2.
Few animal model systems exist for GBM that can reproduce the accumulating somatic mutations in a
single cell or a small number of cells surrounded by normal cells. We have reported a mouse GBM
model that can recapitulate the pathophysiology of GBM in humans. We utilized the injection of CreloxP controlled lentiviral vectors (Tomo LVs) that are able to transduce the activated form of
oncogenes in both dividing (such as neural-progenitor cells) and rarely dividing post mitotic cells
(such as terminally differentiated astrocytes) in a cell type and a region specific manner in an adult
mouse brain 5. We describe here the steps in detail to perform cell-type/region specific injection of
Cre-loxP controlled lentiviral vectors in the brain of adult mice.

Reagents
• 8–16 week-old GFAP-Cre/p53+/- mice
• Distilled H2O (dH2O) sterilized with a 0.22 µm pore size filter
• PBS sterilized with a 0.22 µm pore size filter
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• Anesthetics (10 mg ml–1 ketamine and 1 mg ml–1 xylazine in 0.9% NaCl)
• 70% ethanol
• Hanks´ Balanced Salt Solution x1 (HBSS, GIBCO 14175)
• Hydrogen peroxide (Sigma, H-1009)
• Tissue adhesive (3M Vetbond, 1469SB)
• Pura lube Vet Ointment (Pharmaderm, NDC 0462-0211-38)
• Virus solution (Tomo H-Ras LVs and Tomo AKT LVs)

Equipment
• Biosafety level-2 facility
• Microsyringes (Hamilton, cat. no. 87925)
• Needles for microsyringes, 33 gauge (Hamilton, cat. no. 7762-06)
• Electric drill (Dremel, model 395 T6)
• Drill bur, size no. 1 (Henry Shein, cat. no. 100-7176)
• Electric hair trimmer or small scissors
• Table top microcentrifuge
• 1.5ml eppendorf tube
• Small Animal Stereotaxic Instrument (KOPF® Model 900)
• timer
• razor blade
• 4-0 nylon thread
• cotton swab
TIP:
• p53-/-mice were mated to GFAP-Cre mice to obtain GFAP-Cre/p53+/– mice.
• The titer of lentiviral vectors decreases with time. For optimal results, aliquot the viral vectors, keep
them in the –80ºC and avoid the freeze and thaw steps.
Critical:
• All animal experiments are to be performed in accordance with relevant authorities’ guidelines and
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regulations.
• For general regulations of Biosafety level-2 facility, please see pages 21–27 of Biosafety in
Microbiological and Biomedical Laboratories "http://www.cdc.gov/od/ohs/pdffiles/4th%20BMBL.pdf":http://www.cdc.gov/od/ohs/pdffiles/4th%20BMB
L.pdf
• Controlled substances (e.g., ketamine) must be locked up when not in use and a controlled
substance usage log must be kept on them.

Procedure
Preparation of high-titer Cre-loxP controlled lentiviral vectors, Tomo LVs
1.

Tomo LVs are produced as described previously

6.

At the final step, the viruses are

dissolved in HBSS solution. The biological titer of lentiviral vectors was determined
by the infection of HeLa cells with different virus dilutions. Usually viruses of 1.0 x
10 8 – 10 9 IU are used. For the GBM model, we mix equal amounts of Tomo H-Ras LVs
and Tomo AKT LVs. Please see Marumoto et al. about the details of Cre-loxP
controlled lentiviral vectors, Tomo LVs. TIP: It is important that the virus solution is
stored in small aliquots at –80ºC. Virus solution can be stored at -80ºC for at least 1
year without significant change in virus titer. Do not re-freeze virus solution after
thawing. The virus solution can be stored at 4ºC if an experiment is planned within a
week.
Caution: Lentiviruses are capable of infecting human cells including nondividing cells through contact.
Gloves and protective clothing are required for working with lentiviruses. Extra caution should be
taken to avoid spill and splash when handling lentivirus-containing material. Lentiviruses are labile
and easily decontaminated by ethanol, detergent or bleach. Working area should be decontaminated
with ethanol or bleach after any spill or after the completion of work.
Injection of lentiviral vectors into the hippocampus, subventricular zone and cortex
2.

Inject anesthetics into the intraperitoneal cavity of 8–16 week-old GFAP-Cre/p53+/-
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mice. Wait for 5 min so that the mice do not respond to pinching with tweezers.
Caution: All animal experiments are to be performed in accordance with relevant
authorities’ guidelines and regulations.
3.

Shave a small area on the head with a trimmer. Apply eye ointment (Pura lube Vet
Ointment) to prevent eyes from over-drying. Sterilize the scalp with povidone-iodine
and 70% ethanol.

4.

Cut the scalp about 1cm. Wipe blood from the wound with clean cotton tips.

5.

Mount the mouse onto a stereotaxic frame. TIP: Orienting the head straight in terms
of the antero-posterior axis and horizontally is important for consistent injection into
the target area.

6.

Move the tip of injection needle to the bregma.

7.

Move the needle tip to 1.5mm lateral and 2.0mm posterior for the injection into the
hippocampus (dentate gyrus), 2.0mm lateral and 1.5mm posterior for the injection
into the subventricular zone, and 2.0mm lateral and 1.0mm anterior for the injection
into the cortex. Mark the position with a marker pen. The stereotaxic coordinate
shown here is for 8–16 week-old GFAP-Cre/p53+/- mice and C57Bl/6 mice used by
Marumoto et al.. The coordinates need to be adjusted according to the line and age
of mice used for each study.

8.

Move the needle out and make a small hole on the skull using an electric drill.
Caution: Be careful to avoid the damage to the brain tissues.

9.

Dip the needle tip into virus solution and load 0.8μl of solution into the syringe.

10.

Move the needle tip to the hole and set it to the level of skull surface.

11.

Move the needle tip down by 2.3mm for the hippocampus injection and the
subventricular injection, and 1.0mm for the cortex injection.

12.

Inject a total of 0.8µl of virus solution very slowly (0.1µl/30s) to avoid the damage to
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the normal brain tissues.
13.

After finishing with the injection, wait for 5min to prevent the injected solution from
flowing back through the needle track.

14.

Move the needle tip up very slowly until it comes out of the brain.

15.

Close the skin with tissue glue or by sewing with 4-0 nylon thread. Place the mouse
in a cage on top of a warm blanket until it is fully alert. Transfer the mouse back to
home cage.

16.

Observe the mice injected with Tomo LVs until they show symptoms indicating brain
tumor formation such as walking disturbance and dehydration. Non-invasive in vivo
imaging of GFP expressing GBM is shown in Fig.1.

Timing
Less than 30min/injection.

Critical Steps
The critical steps are to find the appropriate titer of the viruses to transduce oncogenes in a small
number of cells in the targeted area, and to acquire a good skill of virus injection into the adult mouse
brain.

Troubleshooting
1.

Problem: The number of cells infected with Cre-loxP controlled lentiviral vectors,
Tomo LVs is low. Solution: Usually we could confirm the number of cells successfully
infected with Tomo LVs by analyzing the brains of mice 7days after the injection. If
you do not see GFP positive cells, you should check if the needle had not been
clogged or you can test the new batch of virus with a higher titer.

2.

Problem: GFP positive cells exist only outside of the target area. Solution: Correctly
mount mice on the stereotaxic frame. Find the good stereotaxic coordinate by
injecting a dye (e.g. gel-loading dye for electrophoresis) into the mice at the same
age as used. The size of the brain is different between lines of mice and different
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ages.
3.

Problem: The mice injected with lentiviral vectors die within a few days after the
injection. Solution: Check if there was bacterial infection of the brain or
hydrocephalus due to inappropriate procedure of the injection with lentiviral vectors.
Unfortunately in a few cases we could not find the definite reason why the mice died
after the injection.

Anticipated Results
Approximately three months after transducing H-Ras and AKT in GFAP+ cells in the hippocampus of
GFAP-Cre/p53+/– mice, the mice start to show enlarged head and symptoms such as walking
disturbance. These signs indicate the formation of the tumor. The brain tumor tissues can be analyzed
as described in Marumoto et al.
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Figures

Figure 1
Non-invasive _in vivo_ imaging of GFP expressing GBM induced by Ras and AKT
Approximately three months after the injection of Tomo H-Ras LVs and Tomo AKT LVs into
the right hippocampus of the GFAP-Cre/p53+/&#x2013; mouse, the head of the mouse
became enlarged and it&#x2019;s ability to walk was impaired. The mouse was
anesthetized and imaged for GFP expression of the tumor after the skin flap had been
made. White arrow indicates the skin flap. Bars indicate 1.5mm.
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